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SESSION 2—HISTORY 
 

The science and faith discussion hasn’t 
always been presented as science OR faith.  
Over time the two became disconnected by 
people of faith and people of science.   
 
Today we’ll discuss how we got to where 
we are in the perceived science and faith 
discussion/debate/argument/whatever you 
want to call it. 
 
As we discuss ask yourself: Why treat these 
two topics separately?  Could science and 
faith complement one another?  Or are we 
trying to fit two puzzle pieces together 
(science & faith) that come from two very 
different puzzles?  
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THREE PEOPLE’S JOURNEYS 

 A CONFUSED TEEN-AGER… “Stick with the B__________” 

 A TROUBLED PROFESSOR… “D__________ versus Jesus” 

 A BUDDING GEOLOGIST…  “Jesus or r_________?” 

 

HOW WE GOT HERE 

Discussion of interactions between science and religion is enormously complex 

H____________ 

P________________ 

 

And more… 

 

M_________________ 

P________________ 

 

Historical reality check: 

 science and faith have not always been the 

s_________  e____________ that many people 

suppose 

 in fact, they r__________ have been at 

o______ at all over the centuries 

 it has been mostly in the past __________ 

years that such a c___________ has been portrayed 

Reference:  http://www.asa3.org/ASA/education/science/conflict.htm 

“Relationships between science and religion: conflicts and warfare?” (Craig Rusbult) 

 

So the real question is, why do we believe or perceive them to be at such odds? 

 

http://www.asa3.org/ASA/education/science/conflict.htm
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REMEMBER: S____________ has a s__________ 
 

 
Pt________ :  E________ is the center of the u____________   

   The church adopted this belief 

A____________ :  what we e____________ in this world is what’s most r______ 

   Considered the original “e______________” (can beverified through the s________) 

C____________ :  (Arguing with Aristotle) H_______________ reality, earth revolves 

   around the s______ 

G__________ :  (Agreeing with Copernicus, challenging the church’s perspective) 

   Earth revolves around the sun, as do the other p__________ 

   The stars are far d________ 

     Galileo was placed under h________ a________ when he refused to back down 

     This is the only real s__________ of science, explained in part by personality of 

     Pope U__________ 

D__________ :  Famed for getting us started down the m________ road by declaring,  

   “I ________, therefore I ____”.   Considered a “s________,” but Descartes had strong  

   b________ in God.  Showed that “s________” and “k__________” are different 

   We should trust what we can t_____   >> Importance of s____________ m_________ 

N________ :  (Building on Copernican and Galilean concepts) 

   T______ and s______ are infinite and absolute, governed by c______-and-e______ 

   For Newton, a person of deep faith, this demonstrated how g______ God is 

D________ :  Processes of the n__________ world can be explained on the basis of  

   selective e____________ 

   Darwin himself was not an a__________ but he gave inspiration to atheistic ideas 

E__________ :  Authored the “t________ of r____________” which says that space  

   and time are r__________ to and d____________ upon each other in complex ways 

   This was a radical s______ in scientific thinking that had prevailed from A_________ 

                Einstein was not an atheist, but also did not believe in a p__________ God 

     Interestingly, Einstein is used both by those who argue for some sort of  

                  “i____________ d________” behind the universe and those who argue against it 

R__________ D__________ :  A “new D__________ and self-proclaimed a________ 

   Faith must p________ God.  Science which leaves room for God is not real s________ 

A timeline…. 

Ptolemy   Aristotle       Copernicus   Galileo  Descartes   Newton   Darwin  Einstein   Dawkins 

    150          350                   1450            1600      1600           1700         1850       1900        2000 
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Representative Christian thinkers who show the widening gap between religion and science: 

St. Augustine (354-430) 

One of the early church fathers 

Called science the “h______________” of Christian b________ 

Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109) 

Archbishop of the Church of England 

Spoke of all learning as “f______ seeking u______________” 

Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) 

Catholic priest who was the first scholar to make theology into a system of doctrines 

Called “th________” the “q______ of the sciences” 

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) 

Mathematician, physicist, inventor who became a Christian after having a vision 

Believed God could only be k______ through faith 

Said, “The h______ has its reasons which r________ alone can’t understand.” 

John Wesley (1703-1781) 

Founder of Methodism 

Wrote a folk-medicine manual and essays on electricity and other scientific endeavors 

Mainly interested in how science could help people as a sign of God’s g_____ and care 

Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855) 

Danish philosopher, arguing against Nietzsche and “God is dead” movement 

Faith comes from b________, outside of us and any attempt to fit faith into a 

               l__________ system, much less make it scientific, are u__________ 

Paul Tillich (1886-1965) 

  One of the the foremost 20th century German theologians 

Faith must be put into terms modern scientific people can b________ and a_______ 

 

5 eras of the relationship: 

   A______  > 1000   RELIGION (science)   

        =  science, such as it is, is a sub-category of r________ 

   M______ A_____  1000-1500  R S E C L I I E G N I C O E N   

        =  religion and science m_________ together 

   E____________  1500-1800  SCIENCE  ///  RELIGION   

        =  religion and science totally s__________ 

   M__________  1800-2000  SCIENCE (religion)   

        =  religion is a sub-category of s________ 

   P_____-M______ 2000 +      SCIENCE        

                                                     RELIGION 

        =   i____________ of faith and science for a b_______ w______ 
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The main culprit of our infection of the science vs religion “debat-it is” = D________ 

  Greek PHILOSOPHICAL dualism 

     M__________ vs S__________   =  “B______” vs “S______” 

 Aristotle: (M) what can be touched handled in this world = “real” 

 Plato: (S) this world is only an imperfect representation of the “real” beyond this world 

 Both: radical separation of “matter” and “spirit” – thought one more “real” than other 

  Western PERSONAL dualism 

     E____________ vs M____________    =   “F______” vs “F______” 

What happens “within” vs what comes from “beyond” us 

  Modern PSYCHOLOCIGAL dualism 

     R__________ vs E__________    =    “M______” vs “H______” 

 What we “think” vs what we “feel” 
 

THE WAY FORWARD 

Five pathways (from a faith perspective): 

 Appreciate science as r________ to a God-given u_____ within us 

   Genesis 1:26 – “Let us make humankind in our image” 

 Evaluate science on its own terms, “g______” vs “b____” science 

   We’ll learn more about this in sessions 6 and 7 

 Integrate scientific i_______ into faith p__________  

   “let there be light” = “big bang”? 

 Coordinate with scientific community on God-w______ g______  

   “Imagine No Malaria” 

 Celebrate scientific a__________ that help further the r_____ of God 

   social media used to combat injustice and oppression 
 

2 hazards to avoid: 

R__________ism:   

 Paring faith down to be a__________e to scientific worldview 

 Declaring that faith has no place in scientific r__________ 

D__________ism:  

 Demanding science come up with c__________ agreeable to faith claims 

 Presupposing that scientific discovery will d________ faith claims 
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Proposals: Whenever faith does not demand that science prove religious beliefs, 

    and whenever science does not declare faith has no place in scientific research, 

     then the two can be combined in creative, productive ways 

If faith is not pared down in order to be acceptable to science, 

and if science does not attempt to show up faith claims, 

     then there really is very little conflict 

 

 

WHO SAID FAITH AND SCIENCE CAN’T BE COMBINED?..... 

 

 

 

THEN, AGAIN, YOU CAN USE THE DEBATE FOR YOUR OWN BENEFIT….. 

 


